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Abstract
Anonymous messaging platforms like Whisper
and Yik Yak allow users to spread messages over
a network (e.g., a social network) without re-
vealing message authorship to other users. The
spread of messages on these platforms can be
modeled by a diffusion process over a graph.
Recent advances in network analysis have re-
vealed that such diffusion processes are vulner-
able to author deanonymization by adversaries
with access to metadata, such as timing infor-
mation. In this work, we ask the fundamental
question of how to propagate anonymous mes-
sages over a graph to make it difficult for adver-
saries to infer the source. In particular, we study
the performance of a message propagation proto-
col called adaptive diffusion introduced in (Fanti
et al., 2015). We prove that when the adver-
sary has access to metadata at a fraction of cor-
rupted graph nodes, adaptive diffusion achieves
asymptotically optimal source-hiding and signif-
icantly outperforms standard diffusion. We fur-
ther demonstrate empirically that adaptive diffu-
sion hides the source effectively on real social
networks.

1. Introduction
Popular social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, What-
sapp, Kakao) allow users to seamlessly share potentially
sensitive content with their friends. The privacy implica-
tions of such platforms are gaining attention, leading to
the emergence of anonymous social networks like Whis-
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per (whi), Yik Yak (yik), Blind (bli) and the now-defunct
Secret (sec). These anonymous messaging apps are mi-
croblogging services that hide message authorship from
other users. When a user posts a message, the message
passes (without authorship information) to the users’ con-
tacts, or friends, in an underlying social network. If a mes-
sage recipient approves a message by pressing the ‘like’
button, the message is further propagated to the recipient’s
friends, and so on. The message thus spreads anonymously
through the network, in the sense that no single user can
learn who authored a message.

A natural question is whether a group of colluding nodes
can identify which node in the social network authored a
given message. This poses an interesting estimation prob-
lem on a random process over a network. Statistical in-
ference plays a crucial role in understanding the propa-
gation of influence and diffusion as studied in the data
mining community (Gomez Rodriguez et al., 2010; Bak-
shy et al., 2011). In particular, recent advances in network
analysis such as (Shah & Zaman, 2011; Pinto et al., 2012;
Zhu et al., 2015) suggest that a moderately-powerful ad-
versary can infer which node started the message, using
limited metadata. However, the designers of anonymous
messaging platforms have the freedom to influence content
propagation by adding appropriately-chosen delays on top
of natural human delays. Our goal is to design messaging
protocols that make it provably difficult to infer the initial
source node, even for an adversary with infinite computa-
tional power.

Adversarial Models. We consider an adversary that has
access to the underlying contact network G(V,E). The ad-
versary lacks the resources to monitor all network traffic,
but it can collect partial metadata in a number of ways:

One way is to explicitly corrupt some fraction of nodes
by bribery or coercion; these corrupted spy nodes continu-
ously monitor metadata like message timestamps and relay
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IDs; we call this a spy-based adversary. This models an
adversary using fake or corrupted social media accounts to
monitor users (Goldman, 2014).

Alternatively, an adversary could use side channels to col-
lect information on whether each graph node is infected,
i.e., whether it received the message, at a fixed time; we
call this a snapshot adversarial model. If an adversary uses
spies and a snapshot, we call it a spy+snapshot adversary.
The snapshot adversary has been well-studied in the litera-
ture, for both source identification (Shah & Zaman, 2011)
and source obfuscation (Fanti et al., 2015). However, spy-
based adversaries have only been studied for source iden-
tification (Pinto et al., 2012). In this paper, we focus on
spy-based adversaries, and briefly discuss the implications
of the spy+snapshot adversary in Sec. 4.

Precisely, under the spy-based model, each node other than
the source is a spy with probability p, independently. At
some point in time, the source node v∗ starts propagating
its message over the graph according to a spreading pro-
tocol chosen by the platform. Each spy node si ∈ V ob-
serves: (a) the time Tsi (relative to an absolute reference)
at which it receives the message; (b) the parent node psi
that relayed the message; and (c) any other metadata used
by the spreading mechanism (such as control signaling in
the message header). At some time, spies aggregate their
observations; using the collected metadata and the structure
of the underlying graph, the adversary estimates the author
of the message, v̂. We are interested in both sides of the
problem: the adversary and the system designer. For the
adversary, we want to design the maximum likelihood esti-
mator of the source for a given messaging protocol. For the
system designer, we want to design a spreading mechanism
that minimizes the probability of detection, P(v̂ = v∗), for
an adversary using the maximum likelihood estimator. This
is the focus of this paper.

Spreading mechanisms. A common construction for
modeling epidemic propagation over networks is diffusion:
each node spreads the message to its neighbors according
to independent, random delays. Diffusion is a commonly-
studied and useful model due to its simplicity and first-
order approximation of actual propagation dynamics. Crit-
ically, it captures the symmetric spreading of most social
media platforms.

Finding a computationally-efficient algorithm for (near-)
optimal maximum likelihood (ML) message source infer-
ence is an open problem under the spy-based adversarial
model, as is the corresponding detection probability analy-
sis. Recent work (Pinto et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2015) has
focused on identifying the message source through heuris-
tic, low-cost algorithms. These findings suggest that a spy-
based adversary with metadata can locate the source with
high probability under diffusion spreading. Indeed, when

the underlying graph is a d-regular tree, we empirically ob-
serve that the probability of detection under diffusion in-
creases with time and the degree of the underlying graph
(Figure 1). This has poor implications for anonymity; con-
tact networks may have high degree nodes, and the adver-
sary is not time-constrained.

In the diffusion model used to generate Figure 1, each node
propagates the message to each of its neighbors indepen-
dently with probability q = 0.7 in each time step. We used
the Gaussian estimator from (Pinto et al., 2012), which is
suboptimal for this spreading model; as such, the plotted
curves are lower bounds on the probability of detection us-
ing an ML estimator.
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Figure 1. Probability of detection (suboptimal) when a message is
spread using diffusion over a d-regular tree. Detection becomes
more accurate as time and underlying graph degree increase.

We therefore seek a different spreading model with strong
anonymity guarantees when the underlying graph has high
degree, and estimation occurs at T = ∞. Concretely, the
designer is free to use any messaging protocol, under the
following scenario. We consider a discrete time system,
and at any given time the protocol is allowed to infect any
of the adjacent neighbors of an infected node, who is not
already infected. The infection can grow at most by 1-
hop each time, and we may choose to add additional de-
lays. Under this setting, the analog of standard diffusion
is choosing to spread with some fixed probability, inde-
pendently for each neighbor. Adaptive diffusion was in-
troduced in (Fanti et al., 2015) to achieve optimal source
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obfuscation under the snapshot model. In this paper, we
analyze the anonymity properties of adaptive diffusion un-
der the spy-based model. There is no reason to believe a
priori that adaptive diffusion should perform well against a
spy-based adversary with its access to timing information;
surprisingly, it does.

Contributions. Our contributions are as follows:

(1) We identify adaptive diffusion as an algorithm that pro-
vides strong anonymity guarantees against a spy-based ad-
versary. Since (Fanti et al., 2015) contains multiple vari-
ants of adaptive diffusion, we identify the specific parame-
ter setting under which it is both analytically tractable and
provides strong anonymity guarantees.

(2) Under the spy-based adversarial model and adap-
tive diffusion spreading, we identify a computationally-
efficient algorithm for maximum likelihood source detec-
tion when the underlying contact network is infinite and
tree-structured (Algorithm 2).

(3) We give a precise analysis of the anonymity properties
of adaptive diffusion. Such analysis is currently open for
regular diffusion; we provide exact expressions for adap-
tive diffusion over regular trees (Theorem 1) and a lower
bound for regular diffusion (Proposition 3.2), and show that
our results are numerically stable for finite, irregular, cyclic
social network graphs.

(4) We show that over regular trees, adaptive diffusion has
asymptotically optimal hiding guarantees (Proposition 3.1)
as the degree of the underlying tree increases. This differs
from regular diffusion, whose anonymity properties de-
grade as degree increases. Intuitively, spies near the source
provide more information than distant ones; by spread-
ing symmetrically, diffusion ensures that all nearby spies
receive the message. Adaptive diffusion instead spreads
asymmetrically, thereby preventing most nearby spies from
seeing the message early enough to deanonymize.

Related Work. A snapshot-based adversary observes
which nodes are infected at a certain time T . When the
infection spreads as per standard diffusion on a d-regular
tree, efficient ML estimators exist for finding the source
from the snapshot (Shah & Zaman, 2011). Further, the ad-
versary can identify the source with probability converging
to a constant lower-bounded by 1/3, as the time-to-attack
grows. Subsequent work suggests that even under various
diffusion models and estimators, source detection with a
snapshot is reliable (Wang et al., 2014; Prakash et al., 2012;
Fioriti & Chinnici, 2012; Luo et al., 2014; Zhu & Ying,
2014; Milling et al., 2012a; 2013; 2012b; Khim & Loh,
2015).

If we know when the adversary will attack (time T ), one so-
lution for hiding the source on a d-regular tree is the follow-

ing: for the first half of timesteps (until T/2), the infection
propagates on a line in a randomly chosen direction; for
the remaining half, the infection spreads as per diffusion
from the end of the line. At time T all nodes in the bound-
ary of the snapshot are equally likely to be the source, by
symmetry. However, this line-and-diffusion protocol fails
to protect the source if the adversary attacks sufficiently
before or after time T . Adaptive diffusion was proposed
to provide strong protection against a snapshot-based ad-
versary (Fanti et al., 2015). At any time T , adaptive diffu-
sion ensures that all nodes are equally likely to have been
the source. This provides perfect obfuscation; no adver-
sary can find the source with probability larger than 1/NT
where NT is the number of infected nodes.

When the adversary collects timestamps (and other meta-
data) from spy nodes, standard diffusion reveals the loca-
tion of the source (Pinto et al., 2012; Zhu & Ying, 2014;
Farajtabar et al., 2015). However, ML estimation is known
to be NP-hard (Zhu et al., 2015), and analyzing the proba-
bility of detection is also challenging. Figure 1 shows that
even with sub-optimal estimators, the source can be effec-
tively identified. Since both snapshot and spy-based adver-
saries are plausible, we want to go beyond diffusion and
line-and-diffusion. A natural question of interest is how
to spread a message in order to provide strong protection
against both types of adversaries: snapshot and spy-based.
Related challenges include (a) identifying the best algo-
rithm that the adversary might use to infer the location of
the source; (b) providing analytical guarantees for the pro-
posed spreading model; and (c) identifying the fundamen-
tal limit on what any spreading model can achieve. We
address all of these challenges.

2. Adaptive diffusion
Under standard diffusion, inferring the source is easy (for a
snapshot adversary) because the source is typically near the
center of the snapshot. In (Fanti et al., 2015), the authors
present two protocols that make such inference provably
difficult on trees with degree d > 2: the ‘tree protocol’
and a generalization called ‘adaptive diffusion’. Intuitively,
these protocols randomize the location of the source within
each snapshot, making the source difficult to locate.

If the underlying contact network is a tree, then the tree
protocol is equivalent to adaptive diffusion for a specific
choice of parameters; this parameter choice implies that
the source node is always a leaf of the infected subgraph.
General adaptive diffusion does not make this restriction.
Over regular trees and a snapshot adversarial model, adap-
tive diffusion achieves the minimax optimal probability of
detection 1/NT , when NT nodes have received the mes-
sage at the time of attack (Fanti et al., 2015). Over random
irregular trees with non-trivial i.i.d. degree distributions,
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the tree protocol was later shown to exhibit a multiplica-
tive gap to optimality, i.e. P(v̂ = v∗)/(1/NT ), that grows
exponentially in T (Fanti et al., 2016).

In this work, we consider a spy-based adversarial model
and focus on the tree protocol, exploiting its simplicity and
asymmetric spreading. Specifically, we show that the tree
protocol achieves provably (asymptotically) optimal source
obfuscation, significantly improving upon standard diffu-
sion. Moving forward, we use the terms ‘tree protocol’ and
‘adaptive diffusion’ interchangeably.

Algorithm 1 Tree protocol (Fanti et al., 2015)
1: Input: network G = (V,E), source v∗, time T
2: Output: infected subgraph GT = (VT , ET )
3: V0 ← {v∗}
4: mv∗ ← 0 and uv∗ ←↑
5: v∗ selects one of its neighbors w at random
6: V1 ← V0 ∪ {w}
7: mw ← 1 and uw ←↑
8: t← 2
9: for t ≤ T do

10: for all v ∈ Vt−1 with uninfected neighbors and
mv > 0 do

11: if uv =↑ then
12: v selects one of its uninfected neighbors w at

random
13: Vt ← Vt−1 ∪ {w}
14: mw ← mw + 1 and uw ←↑
15: end if
16: for all uninfected neighboring nodes z of v do
17: Vt ← Vt−1 ∪ {z}
18: uz ←↓ and mz ← mv − 1
19: end for
20: end for
21: t← t+ 1
22: end for

The tree protocol from (Fanti et al., 2015) is outlined in Al-
gorithm 1; the goal is to build an infected subtree with the
true source at one of the leaves at all times. This goal is
accomplished by introducing state variables. Whenever a
node v passes a message to node w, it includes three pieces
of metadata: (1) the parent node pw = v, (2) a binary di-
rection indicator uw ∈ {↑, ↓}, and (3) the node’s level,
mw ∈ N, in the infected subtree. The parent pw is the node
that relayed the message to w. The direction bit uw flags
whether node w is a spine node, responsible for increasing
the depth of the infected subtree. The level mw describes
the hop distance from w to the nearest leaf node in the fi-
nal infected subtree, as t → ∞. The parent metadata did
not appear in the original tree protocol (Fanti et al., 2015),
and is included purely to facilitate the adversary’s source
estimation. Even with this extra metadata revealed, the tree

protocol achieves asymptotically optimal hiding.
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Figure 2. Message spread using the tree protocol from (Fanti
et al., 2015) (left), and the information observed by the spy nodes
3, 7, and 8 (right). Timestamps in this figure are absolute, but they
need not be.

At time t = 0, the source chooses a neighbor uniformly at
random (e.g., node 1) and passes the message and metadata
(p1 = 0, u1 =↑, m1 = 1). Figure 2 illustrates an example
spread, in which node 0 passes the message to node 1. Yel-
low denotes spine nodes, which receive the message with
uw =↑, and gray denotes those that receive it with uw =↓.
Whenever a node w receives a message , there are two
cases. If uw =↑, node w forwards the message to another
neighbor z chosen uniformly at random with ‘up’ metadata:
(pz = w, uz =↑, mz = mw + 1). All of w’s remaining
neighbors z′ receive the message with ‘down’ metadata:
(pz′ = w, uz′ =↓, mz′ = mw − 1). In Figure 2, node 1
passes the ‘up’ message to node 2 and the ‘down’ message
to node 3. On the other hand, if uw =↓ and mw > 0, node
w forwards the message to all its remaining neighbors with
‘down’ metadata: (pz = w, uz =↓, mz = mw − 1). If a
node receives mw = 0, it does not forward the message
further. This protocol ensures that the infected subgraph is
a symmetric tree with the true source at one of the leaves
(see Algorithm 1).

3. Main results on d-regular trees
We show that adaptive diffusion hides the source better than
diffusion over d-regular trees, d > 2, and its probability of
detection is asymptotically optimal in the degree of the un-
derlying tree. We first present a lower bound on the proba-
bility of detection for any choice of spreading protocol.
Proposition 3.1. When each node in the network is inde-
pendently chosen to be a spy with probability p, no spread-
ing protocol that infects at least one node can have a prob-
ability of detection less than p, i.e.

min
protocol

max
v̂

P(v̂ = v∗) ≥ p ,

where the minimization is over all spreading protocols that
infect at least one node and the maximization is over all
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Figure 3. Adaptive diffusion (AD) theoretical performance for varying d (left). Adaptive diffusion improves over standard diffusion (D)
and the gap increases as the degree of the underlying contact network increases (center, right).

estimators that are measurable functions over the observed
meta-data and the network.

The proof considers a first-spy estimator, which returns as
the estimated source the parent (the sender of the mes-
sage) of the first spy to observe the message. Regardless of
spreading mechanism, this estimator returns the true source
with probability at least p; with probability p, the first node
(other than the true source) to receive the message is a spy.
This is illustrated in the top panels of Figure 3 as a funda-
mental limit. Note that this lower bound is independent of
the tree degree, and we expect the bound to be tighter for
larger-degree trees. The reason is that if d is larger, then it
is more likely that one of the neighbors of the source is a
spy.

Standard diffusion. The ML estimator under standard
diffusion is computationally intractable, and characterizing
the probability of detection achieved by such an estimator
is also an open problem. We consider a discrete-time diffu-
sion process, in which each infected node passes the mes-
sage to each neighbor with probability q in each timestep.
As q increases, the variance of the associated geometric de-
lay decreases, revealing the true source with higher proba-
bility. To lower bound the probability of detection achieved
by the best estimator, we consider two heuristic estimators
in the numerical experiments: (1) the Gaussian estimator

from (Pinto et al., 2012), and (2) the first-spy estimator,
which simply returns the parent of the first spy to observe
the message. The estimator in (Pinto et al., 2012) is ML
when delays are i.i.d. Gaussian, whereas our delays are ge-
ometric. We nonetheless expect it to perform well for small
p; since the distance between spies will be large, the delay
distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian.

Figure 3 compares the probability of detection and ex-
pected hop distance for diffusion (q = 0.7) using heuristic
estimators, against adaptive diffusion using the ML estima-
tor. The lower bound on probability of detection for stan-
dard diffusion (top) is the maximum of the simulated Pinto
et al. estimator (Pinto et al., 2012) and the first-spy estima-
tor; the opposite holds for expected hop distance (bottom).
For all p, adaptive diffusion performs better than diffusion,
and the gap increases with degree. This effect is sensitive
to q for small d, but we show in Section 4 that over real
social graphs, the sensitivity to q becomes negligible. We
make this precise in the following lower bound:

Proposition 3.2. Suppose the contact network is a regu-
lar tree with degree d. Consider a spy-based adversary
and diffusion spreading—that is, in each timestep, each in-
fected node infects each uninfected neighbor independently
with probability q. The optimal source estimator achieves
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a detection probability at least

max
v̂

P(v̂ = v∗) ≥ 1− (1− qp)d ,

where the maximization is over all measurable functions
over the observed meta-data and the network.

This bound implies that as degree increases, the probability
of detecting the true source of diffusion approaches 1. This
proposition can also be proved by considering the first-spy
estimator used in Proposition 3.1. We consider all neigh-
bors of v∗ that (a) are spies and (b) receive the message at
t = 1. If there is at least one such node, then the source
is identified with probability 1. Each neighbor of v∗ meets
these criteria with probability pq.

Adaptive diffusion. Unlike standard diffusion, the ML es-
timator is tractable under adaptive diffusion. Further, we
can characterize the probability of detection achieved by
this ML estimator precisely, and prove it significantly im-
proves over the standard diffusion and achieves the asymp-
totically optimal performance.

In the spy-based adversarial model, each spy si in the net-
work observes any received messages, the associated meta-
data, and a timestamp Tsi . Figure 2 (right) illustrates the
information observed by each spy node, where spies are
outlined in red.

ML estimator under adaptive diffusion. The precise ML
estimation algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 2. Because
adaptive diffusion has deterministic timing, spies only help
the estimator discard candidate nodes. We assume the mes-
sage spreads for an infinite time. There is at least one spy
on the spine; consider the first such spy to receive the mes-
sage, s0. This spine spy (along with its parent and level
metadata) allows the estimator to specify a feasible subtree
in which the true source must lie. In Figure 2, node 8 is
on the spine with level m8 = 4, so the feasible subtree
is rooted at node 5 and contains all the pictured nodes ex-
cept node 8 (9’s children and grandchildren also belong, but
are not pictured). Spies outside the feasible subtree do not
influence the estimator, because their information is inde-
pendent of the source conditioned on s0’s metadata. Only
leaves of the feasible subtree could have been the source—
e.g., nodes 0, 3, 6, and 7, as well as 9’s grandchildren.

The estimator then uses spies within the feasible subtree
to prune out candidates. The goal is to identify nodes in
the feasible subtree that are on the spine and close to the
source. For each spy in the feasible subtree, there exists a
unique path to the spine spy s0, and at least one node on that
path is on the spine; the spies’ metadata reveals the iden-
tity and level of the spine node on that path with the lowest
level—we call this node a pivot (details in Algorithm 2).
For instance, in Figure 2 (right), we can use spies 7 and
8 to learn that node 2 is a pivot with level m2 = 2. Es-

timation hinges on the minimum-level pivot across all spy
nodes, `min. In the example, `min = 1, since spies 3 and
8 identify node 1 as a pivot with level m1 = 1. The true
source must lie in a subtree rooted at a neighbor of `min,
with no spies. In our example, this leaves only node 0, the
true source.

Algorithm 2 ML Source Estimator for Algorithm 1
1: Input: contact network G = (V,E), spy nodes S =
{s0, s1 . . .} and metadata si : (psi ,msi , usi)

2: Output: ML source estimate v̂ML

3: Let s0 denote the lowest-level spine spy, with metadata
(ps0 ,ms0 , us0).

4: Ṽ ← {v ∈ V : δH(v, s0) ≤ ms0 and ps0 ∈ P(v, s0)}

5: Ẽ ← {(u, v) : (u, v) ∈ E and u, v ∈ Ṽ }
6: Define the feasible subgraph as F (Ṽ , Ẽ)
7: L← ∅ {Set of feasible pivots}
8: K ← ∅ {Set of eliminated pivot neighbors}
9: for all s ∈ S with s ∈ Ṽ do

10: Let
[
hs,`s
h`s,s0

]
= 1

2

[
1 −1
1 1

]
·
[
|P (s, s0)|
Ts0 − Ts

]

11: `s ← v ∈ P(s, s0) : δH(s, `s) = hs,`s
12: ks ← v ∈ P(s, s0) : δH(s, ks) = hs,`s − 1
13: L← L ∪ {`s} {Add pivot}
14: K ← K ∪ {ks} {Add pivot neighbor}
15: end for
16: Find the lowest-level pivot: `min ← argmin`∈Lm`

17: U ← ∅ {Candidate sources}
18: for all v ∈ Ṽ where v is a leaf in F (Ṽ , Ẽ) do
19: if P(v, `min) ∩K = ∅ then
20: U ← U ∪ {v}
21: end if
22: end for
23: return v̂ML, drawn uniformly from U

Anonymity properties of adaptive diffusion. Using the
described ML estimation procedure, we can exactly com-
pute the probability of detection when adaptive diffusion is
run on a d-regular tree.

Theorem 1. Suppose the contact network is a regular tree
with degree d > 2. There is a source node v∗, and each
node other than the source is chosen to be a spy i.i.d. with
probability p as described in the spy model. Against collud-
ing spies trying to detect the location of the source, adap-
tive diffusion achieves the following:

(a) The probability of detection is

P(v̂ML = v∗) = p+
1

d− 2
−
∞∑

k=1

qk
(d− 1)k

,
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where

qk ≡ (1− (1− p)((d−1)k−1)/(d−2))d−1

+(1− p)((d−1)k+1−1)/(d−2).

(b) The expected distance between the source and the esti-
mate is bounded by

E[δH(v̂ML, v
∗)] ≥ 2

∞∑

k=1

k · rk, (1)

where |Td,k| = (d−1)k−1
d−2 , and

rk ≡ 1

d− 1

(
(1− (1− p)|Td,k|)d−1

+ (d− 1)(1− p)|Td,k| −
− (d− 2)(1− p)|Td,k|(d−1) − 1

)
.

The proof is included in the Supplemental Materials.
Briefly, it computes the probability of detection by condi-
tioning on the lowest-level pivot node, `min. Given a pivot,
the probability of detection depends on the number of sub-
trees rooted at the neighbors of `min containing no spies.
Figure 3 illustrates the theoretical probability of detection
and lower bound on expected distance from the true source
as a function of the spy probability. We make two key ob-
servations:

Asymptotically optimal probability of detection: As tree
degree d increases, the probability of detection converges
to the degree-independent fundamental limit in Proposition
3.1, i.e., P(V ∗ = v̂ML) = p. This is in contrast to diffu-
sion, whose probability of detection tends to 1 as d → ∞.
The median Facebook user has 200 friends (Smith, 2014),
so these asymptotics have practical implications, as we will
see in Section 4.

Expected hop distance asymptotically increasing:
We observe empirically that for regular diffusion,
E[δH(v̂ML, v

∗)] approaches 0 as d increases. On the other
hand, for adaptive diffusion with a fixed p > 0, as d→∞,
lim supE[δH(v̂ML, v

∗)] = 2(1 − p). This holds because
with probability (1 − p), the first node is not a spy, but
with probability approaching 1 for d large enough, the
first node on the spine will be a pivot node. Since the
source is always a leaf, the distance from the estimate to
the source will be at most 2 with probability approaching
(1 − p). Figure 3 includes the line 2(1 − p) for reference,
and we observe that as d → ∞, E[δH(v̂ML, v

∗)] appears
to converge precisely to this line. However, for a fixed d,
Theorem 1 implies that as p→ 0, E[δH(v̂ML, v

∗)]→∞.

4. Generalizations
Graphs. Here, we consider irregular, finite graphs that
arise in real contact networks. Regardless of spreading pro-
tocol, the message always propagates over a tree superim-
posed on the underlying contact network. The probability
of detection over irregular trees is therefore tied to perfor-
mance over general graphs. ML estimation over irregular
trees is more straightforward than in (Fanti et al., 2015),
because the tree protocol always places the source at a leaf.
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Figure 4. Probability of detection over the Facebook dataset
(Viswanath et al., 2009), with standard error.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose the underlying contact net-
work G(V,E) is an irregular tree with the degree of
each node dv > 1. A node v∗ ∈ V starts spread-
ing a message at time T = 0 according to Protocol
1. Each node v ∈ V , v 6= v∗ is a spy with prob-
ability p. Let U denote the set of feasible candidate
sources obtained by estimation Algorithm 2. Then the
maximum likelihood estimate of v∗ given U is v̂ML =
argmaxu∈U

1
deg(u)

∏
v∈P(u,`min)\{u,`min}

1
deg(v)−1 ,

where `min is the lowest-level pivot node, P(u, `min)
is the unique shortest path between u and `min, and
deg(u) denotes the degree of node u. (Proof in Section C,
Supplemental Materials.)

This ML estimator allows us to evaluate adaptive diffusion
over real data (social graph connections for 10,000 Face-
book users (Viswanath et al., 2009)) against a spy-based
adversary. We simulate adaptive and regular diffusion for
q ∈ {0.1, 0.5}. We evaluate diffusion with the first-spy es-
timator, and adaptive diffusion with a modification of the
ML estimator in Proposition 4.1 that accounts for graph
cycles. Figure 4 lists the probability of detection aver-
aged over 200 trials, for p ≤ 0.15 (at its height, the Stasi
employed 11 percent of the population as spies (Koehler,
1999)). Adaptive diffusion hides the source better than dif-
fusion, and its probability of detection is close to the fun-
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damental lower bound of p. This is likely because the mean
node degree in the dataset is 25, so high-degree asymptotics
are significant. While adaptive diffusion does not reach all
nodes on a tree, cycles in the Facebook graph allow it to
reach 81% of nodes within 20 timesteps.

Adversaries. The spy-based and snapshot adversarial
models capture different behavior. The spy-snapshot model
considers a combination of both: at a certain time T , the
adversary collects both types of metadata and infers the
source. Notably, this stronger model does not significantly
impact the probability of detection as time increases. The
snapshot helps detection when there are few spies by re-
vealing which nodes are true leaves. This effect is most
pronounced for small T and/or small p. The exact analy-
sis of the probability of detection at T is given in Equation
(15) in the Supplementary material, and Figure 6 illustrates
the tradeoff between snapshots and spy nodes.

5. Discussion
In this paper, we make the first attempt to bridge the gap
between state-of-the-art protocols in (Fanti et al., 2015)
for source-hiding under a canonical, simplified, snapshot-
based adversarial model, and practical adversarial scenar-
ios. We ask how to spread a message over a graph while
preventing a group of colluding nodes from inferring the
message source. We show that standard diffusion, mod-
eling existing messaging protocols, exhibits poor hiding
properties; i.e. the probability of detection is at least
1 − (1 − 0.5p)d, when each node is a spy with proba-
bility p on a d-regular tree. However, no protocol can
achieve a probability of detection less than p on any con-
nected graph. To bridge this gap, we propose adaptive
diffusion—a spreading protocol designed to defend against
snapshot adversaries (Fanti et al., 2015)—and show it ex-
hibits asymptotically optimal source-hiding against spy-
based adversaries when the graph is a regular tree, and out-
performs standard diffusion. We give an exact probability
of detection in Theorem 1, illustrated in Figure 3.

A number of open questions remain, including an analysis
of adaptive diffusion on more general graph structures. An-
other important question stems from the fact that in prac-
tice, users propagate (and receive) content asynchronously.
Analyzing the effect of these delays on anonymity is an in-
teresting open question. Finally, it is not clear that adaptive
diffusion is the best scheme to defend against spy-based ad-
versaries, since it was designed to defend against snapshot
adversaries. It may be possible to hide the source better
by taking a first-principles approach to designing a new
spreading mechanism tailored for spy-based adversaries.
Beyond rumor spreading, there have been recent advances
in finding the first node to start a growing random network
(Bubeck et al., 2014; Jog & Loh, 2016; 2015). An inter-

esting direction is to ask how one could grow a random
network while preserving the anonymity of the first node
under certain constraints or utility.
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